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CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH DISKS ARE P-LIFTABLE
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EDYTHE P. WOODRUFF* 1)

ABSTRACT.   A generalization of the concept of lifting of an n-cell is

studied.   In the usual upper semicontinuous decomposition terminology, let S be

a space, S/G be the decomposition space, and the projection mapping be P: S —

S/G.   A set X' C S is said to be a P-lift of a set Xc S/G if X' is homeomorphic

to X and P(X') is X.

Examples are given in which the union of two TMiftable sets does not P-Iift.

We prove that if compact 2-manifolds A and B each TMift, their union is a disk

in E^/G, their intersection misses the singular points of the projection mapping,

and the intersection of the singular points with the union of A and B is a 0-

dimensional set, then the union of A and 73 does TMift.

Even if a disk D does not TMift, it is proven that for € >0 there is a TMift-

able disk f-homeomorphic to D, provided that the given decomposition of £3 is

either definable by 3-cells, or the set of nondegenerate elements is countable and

Ei/G is homeomorphic to E^>.   With further restrictions on the decomposition,

this TMiftable disk can be chosen in such a manner that it agrees with D on the

singular points of D.

1.  Introduction.   A generalization of the concept of lifting of an «-cell is

studied.   In the usual upper semicontinuous decomposition terminology, let S be

a space, S/G be the decomposition space, and the projection mapping he Pi S

—* S/G.   In the standard definition (McAuley [9]) a lift of an /?-cell a C S/G is

an 77-cell ß C S such that ß maps homeomorphically onto a under the projection

mapping P.   The generalization is defined as follows:  A set X  C S is said to

be a P-lift of a set X C S/G if X   is homeomorphic to X and P(x') = X.  Notice

that a point in X may be the image of a nondegenerate set in X .

In §2 we investigate whether X u Y has a P-lift when X and Y each P-lift.

Examples are given in which X u Y does   not P-lift.  Additional hypotheses can
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be imposed to assure that X U Y will P-lift.  One such theorem states:  Suppose

that A and B are compact 2-manifolds that each P-lift; A U B is a disk D C

E}/G; A nB O PiH) = 0; and (A U B) O P(ß) is O-dimensional.   Then A U B

P-lifts.

It is easy to construct a decomposition G of E3 such that there is a disk D

C EVG that is not the image under projection of any disk in E3.   This implies

that D does not P-lift.  Consider, for example, the set R obtained by rotating the

following around the z-axis:  Cli(x, z)\z = sin 1/x, 0 < x < l}.  This set R   is not

a disk because it is not locally connected in the plane on the segment s = {(O, z)\

- I < z < I}.  If we use the decomposition of E3 in which s is the only nondegen-

erate element, then the image of the set R is a disk D, but R does not contain

any disk that projects onto D.   This condition is not true for all disks homeomor-

phically close to D.  There are disks that agree with R except very close to s

and do project onto disks.   In §3 hypotheses are studied that assure that even

when a disk does not P-lift, homeomorphically close to it there is a disk that does

P-lift.   It is noted that there exists an example of a O-dimensional, pointlike de-

composition of E3 such that for a particular disk D C E^/G and e > 0, there is

no P-liftable disk Df that is e-homeomorphic to D.

In §4 we show that with certain hypotheses on the decomposition G of E3,

arbitrarily close to a given disk D it is not only possible to find a P-liftable disk

D(, but the disk D( can be made to agree with D on the singular points of the

projection P.

Notations.  Throughout the paper we use Cl to denote set closure and Int to

denote set interior.   The distance between points p and a is denoted by dip, q).

Each decomposition G will be assumed to be upper semicontinuous.   The symbol

H denotes the set of nondegenerate elements of G, and H* is the union of the

elements of H.  We use P to denote the natural projection mapping of E3 onto

EJ/G.

2.  Conditions under which the union of two sets P-lifts.   The following two

examples show that it is not necessarily true that if two sets each P-lift, then

their union will P-lift.

Example 1.   Let {S.} be the sequence of nested topological 2-spheres:

S. = i(x, y, *)| |x| < 1/2 + 1/z, \y\ < 1/2 + 1/z, \z\ = l/i}

U{(x, y, z)\ |x| < 1/2 + l/i, \y\ = 1/2 + 1/z, \z\ < l/i}

U{(x, y, *)| |x| = 1/2 + 1/z, \y\ < 1/2 + 1/z, \z\ < l/i}.

From the top face (parallel to the xy-plane) of each S. remove the interior of a

disk, D., with diameter 1/10.   If i is odd, suppose D. is in the left third of the

top face of S., and if z is even, suppose D. is in the right third.   Let
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g, = S. - Int D..  Let g„ be the limiting disk \ix, y, z)\ |x| < 1/2, \y\ < 1/2, z = 0}.

Let the nondegenerate elements of our decomposition G be 77 = \g., g , g , ...}.

Now, in E3 there is a copy C of the set {(a, v)\v = sin 1/a, 0 < a < 1} x [0, l]

such that C O 77* = 0 and the limiting set of C is in gn.  (One can think of C

as threading through the holes in the g/s.) Since C is homeomorphic to a disk

minus a boundary point and P is a homeomorphism on C, the set PiC) U Pig )

is a disk in E^/G.   For our counterexample, we use A = P(C) and B = 7'(g0).

Then A U B does not P-lift, though each of A and B does.

Example 2.   Let the set A   be the union of the following four squares:

i(x, y. z)\0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, * = 0],

Kx, y, z)|0 < x < 1, - 1 < y < 0, z = 1},

i(x, y, z)|x = 0, 0 < y < 1, 0 < z < 1 ], and

[(x, y„ z)|0 < * < 1, y = 0, 0 < z < 1}.

Let the set B   be the union of the following four squares:

Kx, y. z)\- 1 < x < 0, 0 < y < 1, z = l],

{(x, y, z)\- 1 < x < 0, - 1 < y < 0, z = 0],

\ix, y, z)\x = 0, - 1 < y < 0, 0 < z < 1], and

Kx, y, z)\- 1 < x < 0, y = 0, 0 < z < l{.

Let the only nondegenerate element of the decomposition be the segment g =

{(x. y. z)\x = 0, y = 0, 0 < z < 1]. Each of A'. PiA'), B', Piß'), and PiA' U ß')

is a topological disk, but A* U ß' is not because it contains the four squares

that have the segment g as a common side and are mutually disjoint off g.   The

disk PiA' U B') has no P-lift.

We will now prove two theorems concerning when a disk that is the union of

two P-liftable sets has a P-lift.

Theorem 1.   Suppose .that A and B are compact 2-manifolds, A U B is a

disk in E^/G, and A n B O P(77) = 0.  Suppose that A and B have particular

P-lifts A' and B',  respectively, such that P\A' and P\B' are monotone.   Then

Au B P-lifts.

We will first prove a lemma.

Lemma 1.1.   Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are true.  Let GA, denote

\g H A \g e G] and H., be the set of nondegenerate elements in G.„   Then no

element of HA, separates A .

Proof.   Suppose there is a g e 77^, such that g separates A .  Let A j U

A' =A' -g, where A.   and A    are separated sets.  The sets Aj   and A2  ate

closed in A* - g by the definition of separated.   Let Al = P(Aj ) and A2 =

PiA2).  Then A. and A2 are closed in A - Pig), since the natural map is

closed.   Hence, if A. u A. is connected, then there must exist a point p eAjD A2.
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This implies that P~*ip) n Aj   and P~lip) H A'2  are each nonempty, and, hence

P~lip) is an element of HA$ that is not connected.   This contradicts the hypoth-

esis.  Hence, it must be that Aj and A2 are separated sets such that Aj u A2 =

A - Pig).  Now, since A u B is a disk, Pig) must have a neighborhood N in A

U B homeomorphic to the plane or to the closed upper half plane.   The set N —

Pig) = N n (A, U A. U B) is connected.  Since N can have an arbitrarily small

diameter, Pig) must be a limit point of B.   The fact that B is closed implies that

Pig) e B.  Hence, Pig) eAC\B.  Now, this implies that Pig) O A fl ß is non-

empty,  which contradicts a hypothesis and proves the lemma, a

Proof of Theorem 1.   The definition of P-lift gives us the following diagram:

x"J-*x'cs

P\X'

X"J-»XC S/G

where X   is a copy of X and rp and h are homeomorphisms.   Because we are

given that A   and B   are P-lifts, the following diagrams with the appropriate de-

finitions do exist:

a"Í4a'ce3
4>
Sß'CE3

a"-^â c êVg   b"-í,bc eVg

Let us define the set (A U B)   to be A   U B   for the particular A   and B

given in the hypothesis.   Then P takes (A U B)   onto A U B.   To know that

(A U B)' is the P-lift of A U B, we must prove that   A U B   and (A U B)' ate

homeomorphic.   This will be done by defining a set (A U B)   that is homeomor-

phic to (A U B)   and then considering a decomposition of (A U B) .

We first wish to consider the set that maps onto A n B in the second and

third diagrams.  Since A and B are compact, the hypothesis  A O B O P(//) = 0

implies that P      is a homeomorphism on A O B.  Hence, A O ß lifts by McAuley's

definition of lift.  Since no other points in E3 map onto A O ß by P, this lift

is the only possible preimage of A n B.   Therefore, it must be the P-lift of this

set in each of the given diagrams.   Therefore, the subset A O B of A gives us

the following restricted diagram, in which (A H B)A  and (A O ß)^ are the ap-

propriate subsets from the diagram for A.

A" D (A O B)
„ W^Â

;(A HB)Î CA'CE3

b,\ (AnB)"       I I      I
A"'DÍA nß); —-i(AnB) C A  C E^/G
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There is a similar diagram for A n B considered as a subset of B.   By the above

argument, we know that the subsets (A O B)A of A   and (A n B)ß of B   are

identical.

Define (A u B)" to be the adjunction space A" \j. ß" for the map / = ft"£ftA-

Since / is a homeomorphism, the definition of adjunction space implies that

(A U B)n is homeomorphic to (A U B) .  Notice that in (A U B)" the subsets A",

ß", and (A n B)'  are homeomorphic to A, B, and A n B, respectively, but at

this point in our proof we do not know that there exist three corresponding homeo-

morphisms that agree on (A O B) .

' Because A is contained in a disk and.A   is homeomorphic to A, there is an

imbedding i: A" —» E2.  We will now show that for g e 77^, the set ift^ig) does

not separate E2.  Lemma 1.1 implies that ift^ig) does not separate ¿fp'HA').

Hence, if iftAig) does separate E , then ift^ig) must be a component of

¿(Bd A").  This implies that g is a component of Bd A .  Note that there are the

same number of components in Bd A   and Bd A.   Now, if one component of Bd A

goes to the point Pig) .there must be a set S in Int A   that goes onto a compo-

nent of (Bd A) - Pig).  Now the montone hypothesis can be used to show that S

is connected and does not separate Int A .  Since 5 C Int A , the set S must be

simply connected.   Again using the monotone hypothesis, it can be shown that S

cannot map onto a simple closed curve or a simple closed curve minus the point

Pig).  But this contradicts the assumption that PiS) is a component (Bd A) -

Pig).  Hence, ift^Kg) does not separate iftAliA').   Also, note that iftA\g) is

connected, because each element of 77., is connected.

We now define a decomposition Gß of E2 such that the elements are points

of E2 - ¿(A") and the sets ift~ ig) fot each g e HA>.   This decomposition G

of E    satisfies the hypotheses of the following theorem of Moore [ll]:

Theorem. If G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of the Euclidean

plane E2 into compact continua such that no element of G separates E2, then

the decomposition space associated with G is homeomorphic to E2.

This theorem implies that E2/Ga is homeomorphic to E2.

The following recent result of Siebenmann [13] is stated here in the 2-dimen-

sional case without boundary:

Theorem.   Suppose that P: X —» X/G where X and X/G are 2-manifolds

without boundary and P is a CE map.    Then G is shrinkable (McAuley).

Recall that McAuley's definition [8] of shrinking requires that, given e > 0,

there.exists a homeomorphism /   that (1) shrinks each nondegenerate element to

a diameter less than e, (2) does not move nondegenerate elements far with respect

to a given open covering, and (3) agrees with a given homeomorphism h off a
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given open set containing the nondegenerate elements.  In Siebenmann's  theorem

a CE map is a cell-like map, which means that it is a map /: X —» Y such that

for each point y £ Y, f~ (y) is a compactum that can be imbedded in some Euclid-

ean space as a cellular set.   The projection of E2 onto E2/G    satisfies this.

Since the decomposition Gfl of E2 now satisfies Siebenmann's theorem, it is

shrink able.

The procedure used in defining the decomposition Gfl from A, A , and A

has an analogue for B, B , and B .   Hence, the analogous decomposition G,  of

E    is shrinkable.

The adjunction space (A U B)   has a decomposition induced by that of

(A U B) .   Let G/AUß.» denote this decomposition of (A U B) .  We will show

that <J.j4uß.» is shrinkable.   Shrinkability of the decomposition Gfl of E2 im-

plies that the nondegenerate elements of A   are shrinkable in A .   Analogously,

nondegenerate elements of B   are shrinkable in B .   By the hypothesis that A O

ß O P(ß) = 0, the nondegenerate elements of A   and B   are separated sets in

(A U B) .   This implies that, given an open set containing all nondegenerate ele-

ments of (A u B) , there are two disjoint open sets in (A U ß)   such that one,

UA«, contains the nondegenerate elements of A , and the other,  UB„, contains

the nondegenerate elements of B .  Now, the required shrinking homeomorphism

f( for all nondegenerate elements can be defined to be the composition of a homeo-

morphism if^)A« that satisfies McAuley's definition in UAn and agrees with a

given homeomorphism h off UAu and another homeomorphism if()B« that satisfies

the definition in Uß„ and agrees with h off (/„».

We will apply the following theorem (McAuley [8]) to the decomposition

G(Außf of (A U B)\

Theorem.   Suppose that G isa u.s.c. decomposition of a complete metric

space M.   Furthermore,  H (the collection of all nondegenerate elements of G) is

shrinkable and M is locally compact at each point of H*.   Then the decomposi-

tion space is homeomorphic to M.

The decomposition G(AUBf of (A U B)   satisfies the hypotheses of this

theorem.  Hence, (A U B) /GtAuB)" is homeomorphic to (A U ß)".

By the homeomorphisms <pA and <pB we carry this over to the space (A U ß)'

and find that (A U B) /Giaub)' ls homeomorphic to (A U B) .   (Notice that we

chose to work with the decomposition of (A U B)   instead of the decomposition of

(A u B)', because (A U B)' C E3 and the shrinking in an open cover of f7MuB))

may move nondegenerate elements out of (A u B) .)  By the definition of the de-

composition GtAuBy, the set A U B is homeomorphic to (A U B)'/G(AUBi».

Hence, A U ß is homeomorphic to (A u B) , and the theorem is proved.   D
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Theorem 1 may be difficult to apply because of the hypothesized conditions

concerning the existence of particular P-lifts.  Hence, the following lemma and

theorem may be useful.

Lemma 2.1.   Suppose that A is a compact 2-manifold contained in a disk D

C Ei/G and that A has a P-lift A*.   Also, suppose that A n P(77) is 0-dimensionaU

Then P\A   is monotone.

Proof.   Suppose the lemma is false.  Then there is an element g of G such

that g n A' is not connected.  Let s and t be two of the components of g n A .

For each positive integer /, consider the open l/j neighborhood of Pig).  In the

intersection of A with this neighborhood, let 7<. denote the component containing

Pig).  Compactness of the P-lift A   implies that there exists a value / of / such

that s and t lie indifferent components of A' n P-1(TO.  Let 77   and U   be

the components of A   O P'HTC.) containing s and t, respectively.

Because the set 7< is open with respect to A, it is a 2-manifold. Hurewicz

and Wallman [ 6, p. 48] prove that an 77-manifold cannot be disconnected by a sub-

set of dimension less than or equal to t? - 2. Therefore, K. — PÍH) is connected.

The map P"1 is a homeomorphism on this set. This implies that P~liK - P(77))

is connected.   Also, P~    being a homeomorphism on the set implies that

P- HKj - piH)) -A'nr HKj - piH)) d ius - h*) u (tt, - 77*).

Since Us and 77t are components of A' n P-1(7C ) and A' n P-1(7<,) contains

the connected set P    (TC. - P(f7)), it must be that one of U    and U   contains no

point in P-1(T<. - P(T7)).  Suppose Us contains no point of this set, and therefore,

that UsCH*.

We note that a compact manifold can have only a finite number of components.

Let C be the component of A   containing 77 .   If C is not also the component of

A   containing U' , then PiA ) = A has fewer components than A* and this con-

tradicts the P-lift requirement that A be homeomorphic to A .   Hence, U   C C,

which implies that Us is not all of C.   The set 17    is open in component C and

s is compact, so s is not all of U .   The facts that U    is connected and s is a

component of g n A* imply that Us-s <£g nA'.  Therefore, PiUs - s) £ Pig) =

Pis).  But P(t7s - s) U Pis) = PiUs).  Hence, PiUs) is not degenerate.   The set

Us is connected, so PiUj is connected.  Now, since P(77 ) C P(77), the set

PiUg) is 0-dimensional.  We now have a contradiction of the fact that any 0-dimen-

sional connected set is degenerate» and this proves our lemma. D

From this lemma and Theorem 1 we obtain the following:

Theorem 2. Suppose that A and B are compact 2-manifolds that each P-lift;

A U B is a disk D C Ei/G; A n B O P(77) = 0; and (A U B) O P(77) is 0-dimen-

sional.   Then A U B P-lifts.
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3.  The condition that there exist a P-liftable disk e-homeomorphic to a given

disk.   As shown by the example in §1, even when a disk does not P-lift, there

may be a P-liftable disk e-homeomorphic to it.   Theorems in this section give con-

ditions that guarantee that such a P-liftable disk exists.

Theorem 3.   Suppose that E^/G is homeomorphic to E3, PiH) is countable,

and D is a disk in E^/G.   Furthermore, suppose that there is a P-liftable, com-

pact manifold C contained in D and such that CliD - C) is a manifold and C n

Cl(D - C) misses PiH).   Then, given e > 0, there is a disk D* such that

(1) D*  z's e-homeomorphic to D,

(2) the e-homeomorpbism is the identity on C, and

(3) D\ P-lifts.

Proof.   Let F denote the manifold Cl(D - C).  In E^/G approximate F by a

manifold F   that is e/2 -homeomorphic to F, misses C off FOC, agrees with

F on F C\ C, and is locally polyhedral on  F   - C.   (This can be done using

Bing's Approximation Theorem [2].)  There is a locally finite triangulation T for

F'„-C (Hudson [5]).  Let v., v2, v., • • • be the vertices of T.   By moving these

vertices slightly, we will obtain a new complex FQ close to F , missing PiH),

and such that CU FQ is a disk.

First, we adjust t>-,   A new vertex vl  will be chosen so divy Vj ) < e/2 and

the cone of v.   over Lk v.  is a disk Ej that misses F   - St v.,  C, and PiH).

(Lk and St denote link and star, respectively.) Such a point fj   can be found by

the following method.   Let r be a point in general position with respect to the

vertices of T and close enough to v.  that any point p in the segment [v., r]

satisfies all the conditions except possibly the one concerning the cone missing

PiH).  Note that the interiors of the cones from two points p.  and p2 in [v., r]

ate disjoint open disks.   There is an uncountable number of these mutually dis-

joint open disks.   Since there is only a countable number of points in PiH) — PiC),

there must exist a point fj  £ [v 1# r] satisfying all the conditions.

Inducting on the subscript i, each vertex v. can be moved to satisfy the

above conditions for the new cone and to be within e/2' of its original position.

With this distance requirement, the set resulting from moving all vertices is a

manifold FQ such that C U FQ is a disk and CnF0=C(^F=CnF. Also,

Fq is e/2-homeomorphie to Ffi.   Since F    is e/2-homeomorphic to F, the disk

C u FQ is e-homeomorphic to the given disk D.   Let C U FQ be denoted by DÍ.

We use Theorem 2 to show that D^  P-lifts.   The manifolds C and FQ ate

the sets A and B, respectively, of Theorem 2.   The condition Pft n C HP(ß) =

0 is satisfied.  Since PiH) is countable, it is O-dimensional.  We have satisfied

the hypotheses of Theorem 2, so it gives us the conclusion that D* P-lifts.  D

Theorem 4.   Suppose E^/G is homeomorphic to E3 and that PiH) is count-
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able.   Given a disk D in Ei/G and e > 0, there is a disk Dlf that is (-homeomor-

phic to D, tame, and P-lifts to a tame disk.

Proof.   There is a polyhedral disk D    that is c/2-homeomorphic to D (Bing

[2]).  Since D    is polyhedral, in a neighborhood TV of D   there is a set homeo-

morphic to D   x [O, l].  Let d: D   x [O, l] —*N be the homeomorphism with 0

being the identity on D   x [0]. Notice that for s y s2 e [O, l] where Sj / s2, the

disks 0(7)   x [s.]) and OÍD   x \s2\) ate disjoint.  Since for each p e D    the point

dip x |0i) is p, there is some 8 > 0 such that didip x \s]), p) < e/2 tot each s e

[O, 8].  Letting Ds denote the disk OÍD   x \s]), we have that Ds is e/2-homeo-

morphic to D .  Let C denote the collection \D \s e [0, 8]].  This is an uncount-
P I

able collection of disjoint disks, each e/2-homeomorphic to D .

For every s e [0, 8) the disk Ds is tame because it is collarable.   At most a

countable number of members of C can contain points of the countable set P(77).

Hence, we have an uncountable subcollection Cj C C of tame disks that contain

no points of P(77).  Now P       is a homeomorphism on this set and, hence, each

disk in Cj P-lifts.   It remains to be shown that the P-lift of each element of C.

is tame.   For this we will apply the following theorem (Armentrout [l]):

Theorem.   Suppose that M is a 3-manifold with boundary and G is a cellular

decomposition of M such that M/G is a 3-manifold with boundary., Suppose K is

a 2-manifold with boundary in M such that  K misses H.   Then PÍK) is tame in

M/G if and only if K is tame in M..

For M/G we use a 3-ball, B, containing C* in its interior and such that its

boundary misses P(77).   For M we use P~  (B) and we let K be any member of

the collection C.,  To satisfy the hypotheses we still need to know that G is a

cellular decomposition.   This we obtain by citing the following theorem of Kwun

[7].

Theorem.   If E^/G is homeomorphic to E* and 77 is countable, then each

element of 77 is cellular.

The conclusion of Armentrout's theorem now implies that any member of C.

satisfies the requirements for D^.  a

Theorem 5.   Suppose that 77 is definable by 3-cells, D is a disk in E^/G

and C is a compact manifold in D such that (Bd C) n Cl P(77) =0   and C P-lifts.

Then, given e > 0, there is a disk D    such that

(1) D(  is (-homeomorphic to D,

(2) the (-homeomorphism is the identity on C, and

(3) D\ P-lifts.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3, we will use Theorem 2 to add a P-lift-

able and a liftable manifold. It is possible that D - C contains an infinite num-

ber of components, and, hence, that Cl(D - C) is not a manifold.  Since there is
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a positive distance between Bd C and Cl PÍH), only a finite number of these

components can contain points of P(/i).  Let C be the union of C and those com-

ponents of D - C that contain no points of PÍH).  The sets we will add by means

of Theorem 2 are C  and a set that will approximate Cl (D - C).

We wish to know that E /G is homeomorphic to E .  This is immediate from the fol-

lowing result of Harrold \3>\ Note that definability by 3-cells implies his hypotheses.

Theorem.   // G is a monotone decomposition of c3 such that each point of

Cl PiH) has arbitrarily small neighborhoods in S^/G with boundaries that are 2-

spheres disjoint from Cl PiH), then S^/G is a l-sphere.

Let HD_C denote the subset of H that projects into D - C.   Let 11 be an

open (in E}/G) cover of Cl P(//D_c) such that, for each Pig) e Cl P(//D_c),

there is a U   £ ll contained in the e/2-neighborhood of Pig) and missing C.

Then, for each U   £ U., the set P~ ÍU ) is open and contains g.   Since H is

definable by 3-cells, there is a component B    of some element of the defining

sequence such that g C B   C P_I((7 ).   This gives us an open cover, {int B  |

g £ Cl HD_C}, of the compact set Cl H*)_c.  Suppose that ilnt Bj, Int B2, •••,

Int B, ! is a minimal finite subcover.  Notice that \B., B , • • •, B, ¡ is a set of

disjoint 3-cells, because each B. is a component of some defining manifold.

Since Bd By is a 2-sphere missing //*, its image P(Bd B.) is also a 2-sphere.

Because E}/G is homeomorphic to E3, we now have that P(Bd B.) bounds a 3-

cell, namely, P(ß .).  Hence, |P(ß .)|; = I, 2, ••-, k} is a set of disjoint 3-cells

that cover Cl PiHD_c).  We will find our new disk £>* in the union of these 3-

cells and D.

Consider one 3-cell A. = PiB.). Since A. nCl PiH) C Int A ., there is a

polyhedral 3-cell A '.  such that A. DO. PiH) C A ' C  Int A ..   Arbitrarily choose1   ' , i i J i '

a point x £ (int A.) - D.   Let d be the distance between x and D U Bd A., and

N be the closed a"/2 neighborhood of x.   Then N is a tame 3-cell inside the

tame 3-cell A.   and N misses D.   There is a homeomorphism £.: E^/G —*E^/G

such that h{A '.) = N and, for any y £ E3/G - Int A ., h .(y) = y.   Notice that, for

each z £ P(f7) nl, the image h.iz) misses D.   Therefore, ih'1iD))n z = 0.

Of course, hTl is the identity on D-4„   It is an e-homeomorphism since the

diameter of A. is less than e.

Let h = b,hk_ j • • • hl.  It is an e-homeomorphism.  Since Cl PiH) D (U. A .)

C Uy A!, Cl ä-Hd - C) misses PiH) and Cl ¿"»(D - C) lifts.   By our choice

of the cover ll, we know that Int h~ (D - C) does not intersect C and that A

is the identity on Bd C.   Therefore, C \j Cl h~1iD - C) is a disk.   Denote this

disk by D*.  We will now use Theorem 2 to show that D^ does P-lift.   Our de-

composition is O-dimensional because it has a defining sequence.   For the 2-

manifolds A and B we use, respectively, C and Cl h~liD - C).   D

In Theorems 3 and 5 consider weakening the hypotheses on the decomposition
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spaces in the following manner.  Suppose that G is a (2, 1) toroidal decomposi-

tion (for this terminology, see Sher [12]) with an uncountable number of elements.

Then in £3/G there does exist a disk D that has no P-liftable disk D( that is

t-homeomorphic to D.   This example and related ones will be discussed in a fu-

ture paper [16].  Also, see Woodruff [14], [15], in which a similar example is dis-

cussed.

4.  The condition that the P-liftable disk D( agree with D on the singular

points.   In the following theorem we add hypotheses that make it possible to push

a P-liftable disk D   to the singular points of the given disk D and to retain the

P-lift property.

Theorem 6.   Suppose that G is monotone, Cl P(77) is 0-dimensional, and

Cl 77* is 1-dimensional.   Let M C EVG be a compact 2-manifold with or without

boundary and let the collection 77 „ of nondegenerate elements that project into

M be continuous.   Suppose that, for any ( > 0, there is a manifold M* that P-lifts,

is (-homeomorphic to M, and satisfies the containment: M^ n P(77) C M npÍH).

Then we conclude that for each ( > 0 there is a manifold Mf that P-lifts, is c

homeomorphic to M, and also satisfies the equality:  M{ O P(77) = M n P(77).

Proof.   Let e > 0 be given.   Then, for r¡ = e/4, there exists a manifold M^

with the hypothesized properties with respect to jj.  For simplicity of notation,

let us denote this manifold by 7<0 and its P-lift by KQ .   Let 0: M —» KQ be an

í/4-homeomorphism.   For each p e M nci P(77), let B    be the open í/2-neigh-

borhood of p.   Notice that each P~1iBp) intersects K¿.  In K'Q  uiöp P~HBp))

we plan to construct a new manifold M ', whose projection will satisfy the con-

clusion of the theorem.  The construction will consist of pushes of subdisks of

Kq  forming protrusions that we will refer to as "fingers", and successive stages

of finger formation making a "treelike" structure.  As fingers grow on previous

fingers, the sets will reach out toward points that we wish to add in order to sat-

isfy the equality in the conclusion.   When we push out a finger, we will have a

homeomorphism in the domain between the old and new manifolds.   To ensure that

their projections will be homeomorphic, the construction will not add more than

one point of any element of 77, and will add no points of elements of 77 already

intersecting the manifold KQ.   We will describe the construction in such a way

that it will be possible to prove that the composition of the infinite sequence of

the homeomorphisms in the image space is an í/2-homeomorphism.   This composed

with 0 will give us our desired f-homeomorphism.

From the sets P~1ÍB ) arbitrarily choose a finite open covering of Cl 77*.

Let L be the Lebesgue number for this cover.

In the first stage of finger formation we will use the elements of H    that do

not intersect K¿.  We denote them by 77°.   In (77°)* choose a finite set of points,

denoted by [zj, z2, ..., z*}, that are L/2 dense in (TTJJ.)*-   It follows from the

definition of the Lebesgue number that the L/4-neighborhood of the point zî lies
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in at least one set, denoted P~liB^ ), of the chosen sets.  Define T] =
Pi . î

iP~1iB    )) - Cl H*.  In the L/4-neighborhood of zj choose a point xj that is

arcwise accessible in Tj.   (Notice that Xj 4 Cl //*.)

We wish to have a point yj in Tj D Kg  such that yj is arcwise accessible

in Tj to the point xj.   The following argument shows the existence of yj.   For

pj used in defining B    , we have diBd B    , pj) = e/2 and diKQ, pj) < e/4.

Hence, there is a subdisk of KQ contained in ß.  .   In fact, since Cl PiH) does

not contain Kn, there is a subdisk of XQ - Cl PiH) in Bpi.   Equivalently, there

is a subdisk of Kg in ß     - Cl PiH).  Hence, there is a subdisk of K'0   in Tj.

Now, by hypothesis, Cl H* is 1-dimensional.  Since P~lÍBp.¡) is an open con-

nected subset of E3, no 1-dimensional set can separate it (Hurewicz and Wall-

mann [6, p. 48]).   Hence, T^ is connected.   Now Tj is again an open connected

subset of E3, so if it is separated by K^, each subset of Kg'  separating it must

be 2-dimensionai.  Hence, each component of Tj - KQ  contains a 2-dimensional

subset of KQ  in its boundary.  We now cite a theorem in Hocking and Young [4,

p. II9] that states that in a locally connected and locally arcwise connected

space S, the set of all points on the boundary of an open set W that are access-

ible from W is dense in the boundary of W.   This implies that accessible points

in the boundary of Tj - KQ  ate dense in the boundary, and hence, dense in Tj

n KQ .   This implies that there exists a point yj.

Let a be an arc in Tj from xj to yj.   (See Figure 1.) In Tj n K'Q  there

is a disk D containing yj in its interior and with diameter less than L.   By

covering each point of Int a with an appropriately small open neighborhood, we

can fatten Int a to obtain an open ball A satisfying

(1) Int a C A,

(2) Kq n Cl A = D C Bd A, and

(3) H* n Bd A = 0.

We use Cl((Bd A) - D) to replace the disk D.   This is the finger.  We call D its

base and xj   its tip.

Figure 1
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We have described the formation of one finger at the first stage.  Using the

points zl, z2, ..., z*   it is possible to form a set of k such disjoint fingers.

This is the first stage of the construction.   Call the resulting manifold K^   and

its projection K..   Let h.  be a homeomorphism taking 7C   onto K    by the fin-

ger construction.

At each successive stage, new fingers grow on previously formed fingers.

This growth must be controlled in the following ways.  (1)  New finger size must

go to zero; (2)   sets growing from different fingers must not be approaching the

same point in the domain; and (3)  sets growing from different fingers must not be

approaching different points in the same nondegenerate element.

The base of each finger at the ¿th stage will be contained in one 7-1 stage

finger-the "parent" finger.   Each finger will have a "territory" in which it is

permitted to grow.   Territories will be defined so that at each stage the territories

of new fingers being formed will be separated sets, and the territory of each new

finger will lie in that of its parent.   Let T1. denote the territory of the /th finger

at the ¿th stage.   For /' 4 k, no nondegenerate element will intersect both T'. and

T*.   Conditions (2) and (3) will be satisfied if PÍTÍ) O PÍTp = 0.

For the first step in defining territories we modify at each stage the subset

of ÍHM)* toward which fingers grow.  We work first in the second stage.  Though

the points Xj, x., ..., x* are all used for a single stage, the definition of the

modified subset for the second stage is made in k steps rather than one.  Let

K)1 = \g nN2Xix\)\geH°M,\ = dig, x\)],

where ^ aiB) denotes the (7-neighborhood of a set B.   In Figure 2 some elements

of HM ate shown with those portions that are not also in (Z/^)1 crossed out.

Observe that no element is totally deleted.

Figure 2
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Define

<ff° )2 = ign N2Xix2)\ g £ (H» )», k = dig, x\)}

K)k = ig n N2A(x*)| g £ (//»)fe- », A- dig, x\)} = Í7».

The sets WMV each retain the property of being continuous collections.

For the points near the tips of fingers at the second stage choose in (ff¿)*

a finite set of points denoted by {z2, z2, ..., zm} that are L/4 dense in iHj^)*.

The following theorenvjs slightly modified from one that is proved in Hure-

wicz and Wallman [6, p. 54].

Theorem.   Let X be a O-dimensional space and U,, U2, • • •, U   be an open

covering of X.   Then there exists a refining covering by disjoint open sets V.,

v2, ...,vr.

This theorem must be used in E^/G where PCl(f7M) is O-dimensional.  We will

start with an open covering of a set in E , then find a related open covering of

the O-dimensional set in E^/G, apply the theorem there, and then return to £

with disjoint sets that cover Cl iHJ^)*.

Let us require that the second stage territory T}2 be contained in the inter-

section of the L-neighborhood of z]2 and the set P~ iB ) that is the parent of

this /th finger.   Denote this intersection by U'2.   Since the limiting set of our

construction must contain a point in every g £ ß«, we must make iP(T')l cover

PiHM).  Note that although ¡P(l/2)i covers PiHj^), it is not necessarily an open

cover in the decomposition space.

Since HM is continuous, it is lower semicontinuous.   For each /' this implies

that from the open with respect to E3 set U'2 we get the open with respect to

Cl(f/¿)* set V'2 = \y eg\g nU*2¿0,ge Cl H» J.  Each V\ is an inverse set, so

jP(V'2)} must be an open with respect to P(C1 H^) cover of PiHJ^).  Using the

above theorem, the O-dimensionality of PiH^ implies that there is a refining

cover {W'2} of disjoint sets such that for each ;', the set W'2 C P(V'2) is both open

and closed with respect to P(C1 Hj^). (Notice that if, for some /, the point z'2

4 Cl(//¿)*, then it is possible, but not necessarily true, that W2 is empty.   In

this case the corresponding finger will have no territory and will not exist.)   The

set P~1iW,2) is closed with respect to CliHM)*.   Returning to E , we see that

P~ (W"2) is also closed there.   The finite number of disjoint closed sets in

\P~liW'2)\j = 1, 2, • ••, m} can be covered by disjoint open sets in ß .   Let Y'2

denote the open set containing P~liW'2).   Now the sets \U'2 ^Y'^j = 1, 2, •••,

m} ate almost the desired "territory" sets.   They do contain all necessary points

for adding and are separated and open with respect to E3,   It is possible that,

for some values of /', the set UJ2 O Y}2 is not connected or does not intersect
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K'.  Let {/3'2|; = 1, 2, • • •, m] be a set of disjoint arcs such that each arc ß2

is contained in 17 2 - Cl 77* and ß2 connects all components of (Í7'2 <"> Y'2) uKj,

The arcs can be thickened to disjoint open tubular neighborhoods y^ that do not

separate 77* for any k 4 j and miss Cl 77*.  The territory of the /th finger is

((U>2nY¿)Uy^-Ur=1.W,-.4
Now that the territories are defined and the points z}2 have been chosen,

we need only to construct the fingers for the second stage.  In the L/8-neighbor»

hood of each z'  choose a point x'2 that lies in the territory T'2. In the territories,

choose the arcs a, fatten them into balls, and replace subdisks of TCj  with fin-

gers.   By the definition of the territory, each finger will have set diameter no

more than L. Choose the base so that it is the image under h^ of a set in 7<Q

having diameter no more than L/2.  We now have constructed 7<2.  Let  b2 be

the homeomorphism resulting from the finger construction taking K.   onto 7<2 .

For the ¿th stage, modify 77^~    in the finite number of steps corresponding

to the fingers used in the ¿ - 1 stage.   In the new set (77^)* choose a finite set

of points [z'X that are L/Í21) dense.  Choose disjoint territories Tj. by using

the continuity of 77^.   The diameter of T1. is less than L/(2l    ).   In Tl choose

y. in K'      and xí in the L/(2z + 1)-neighborhood of z\.  Connect these by an arc

in T1..  For the base of the finger use a disk that is the image under h._ J>,  ,

• •• h. of a set in 7<0   having diameter no more than L/(2l).   There is a homeo-

morphism 7j. taking K-_,  onto K.   by the finger construction.

It can be shown that this total construction produces a manifold M( that

satisfies the conclusions of the theorem.   □

From Theorems 3, 5, and 6 we immediately get the next two theorems.

Theorem 7.   Suppose that E /G is homeomorphic to E ; 77 is countable;

Cl P(77) is O-dimensional; and that, for each  g e 77, dim g = 1.  Let D be a disk

contained in E*/G and let the collection of nondegenerate elements that project

into D be continuous.   Then, for any (> 0, there is another disk D   that P-lifts,

is (-homeomorphic to D, and satisfies the equality D  O P(77) = D O P(77).

Theorem 8.  Suppose that 77 ¿s definable by 3-cells and Cl 77*is 1-dimensional.

Let D be a disk in EVG and let the collection of nondegenerate elements that

project into D be continuous.   Then, for any (>0, there is another disk D   that

P-lifts, is (-homeomorphic to D,  and satisfies the equality D   O P(77) = D O P(77).

If in Theorems 3 and 5 we use C = 0, then the 7>f' that we construct in the

proof actually lifts, rather than only P-lifts.  We are led to wonder whether, when

there is a disk D that P-lifts, there is always, for any f > 0, another disk D ,

which is «-homeomorphic to D and actually lifts.   The following example shows

that this is not true.

Let the only nondegenerate element of G be a 0-shaped curve.   The P-lift
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D' is chosen to contain in its interior the middle arc of the 6.  No other points

of the 6 intersect D .   There exists an e > 0 such that there can be no Df that is

e-homeomorphic to P(D ) and has a true lift.
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